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                    Current seminars

                


                

                	Date	Time	Title	Speaker	Seminar	Location	Room
	Wed 11. Jan	14:00	
            Integrability of Conformal Symmetry
          
      	Volker Schomerus (DESY, Hamburg)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 12. Jan	16:00	
            On auxilary mass flow
          
      	Marco Niggetiedt (MPI Munich)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 13. Jan	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Christoph Chiaffrino (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 18. Jan	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Nichol Furey (HU zu Berlin)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 19. Jan	16:00	
            Zeno Capatti (ETH Zürich)
          
      	Marko Berghoff (Humboldt U)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 20. Jan	14:00	
            Chiral symmetry, the topological charge and the Yang-Mills gradient flow
          
      	Martin Lüscher (CERN)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	
tba
      	on request
	Wed 25. Jan	16:30	
            tba
          
      	Guillem Cazassus (U Oxford)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Fri 27. Jan	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Jonas Marschner (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221


                
                    
        
          

            
            
              
                ×
                Abstract of the talk Integrability of Conformal Symmetry by Volker Schomerus (DESY, Hamburg)

              

              
                Over the last few decades, and in particular with the discovery of the AdS/CFT correspondence, Conformal Field Theory has developed into a central research topic that provides unique new views in to the perturbative and non-perturbative dynamics of quantum field theories. But in spite of all the recent advances, our understanding of conformal symmetry and its group theoretic implications is very much lagging behind. In my talk I will address this bottleneck in the study of conformal field theories and review the profound relation between multi-point invariants of the conformal group and (Gaudin) integrability. This relation will be illustrated through some explicit examples before I discuss selected applications.

              

              
                Close
              

            


          

        

    
                
                    
                
                    
                
                    
                
                    
                
                    
        
          

            
            
              
                ×
                Abstract of the talk Chiral symmetry, the topological charge and the Yang-Mills gradient flow by Martin Lüscher (CERN)

              

              
                This talk is about an old issue that arose after the instantons were discovered and numerical lattice gauge theory became a popular subject. The question is whether the division of the field space in topological sectors is a property of QCD at the fully non-perturbative level or merely an emergent asymptotic feature of the theory in the semi-classical limit. Exactly how the topological susceptibility and the higher moments of the topological charge distribution are defined beyond the semi-classical level is in fact not obvious, since the formal expressions for the moments are manifestly ultraviolet-divergent. Important conceptual developments in lattice QCD (formulations preserving chiral symmetry and the proof of the finiteness of the Yang-Mills gradient flow) eventually permitted the question to be answered and moreover led to expressions for the moments which are finite, regularization-independent and consistent with the chiral Ward identities.
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                    Current Lectures

                

                

                	Date	Time	Title	Speaker	Location	Room


                    
                    Currently, there are no lectures scheduled.
                    
                
  
            

            
                
                    Upcoming conferences

                

                

                    	Date	Title	Institution	Location


                    
                    Currently, there are no conferences scheduled.
                    
                
  
            

             
                
                    Past Lectures

                

                

                	Date	Time	Title	Speaker	Location	Room
	
        Mon 06. May -
        Mon 08. Jul 2019
      	15:00	
            Chern-Simons perturbation theory (script in link)
          
      	Konstantin Wernli, BMS Dirichlet Postdoc Fellow & U Zürich	
        
                RUD25
        
      	1.315


            

            
                
                    Past seminars

                

                

                	Date	Time	Title	Speaker	Seminar	Location	Room
	Fri 06. Jan	14:00	
            Generalised Geometry and consistent truncations
          
      	Grégoire Josse (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 04. Jan	14:00	
            Quantum strings and gauge fields at arbitrary coupling
          
      	Valentina Forini (City University, London)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 09. Dec	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Alex Edison (Northwestern University)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 08. Dec	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Alex Edison (Northwestern University)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 02. Dec	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Tomas Codina (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 30. Nov	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Nadav Drukker (Kings College, London)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 25. Nov	14:00	
            Quantum Gravity and Quantum Ricci Curvature
          
      	Renate Loll (Radboud U Nijmegen)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 24. Nov	16:00	
            Parameter space Loop Tree Duality
          
      	Marko Berghoff (Humboldt U)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 23. Nov	14:00	
            Color-kinematics duality for Chern-Simons theory
          
      	Maor Ben-Shahar (Uppsala University, Uppsala)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Tue 22. Nov	17:00	
            Parallel spinors on Lorentzian manifolds
          
      	Bernd Ammann (U Regensburg)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Thu 17. Nov	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Jennifer Smillie (University of Edinburgh)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 28. Sep	14:00	
            Local SUSY, an unconventional approach
          
      	Jorge Zanelli	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 26. Aug	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Jakob Neef (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 26. Aug	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Canxin Shi (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 15. Jul	14:00	
            The ABJM Wilson line double-bootstrap
          
      	Gabriel Bliard (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 14. Jul	16:00	
            Phenomenological Analyses of TMD processes: perturbative and non-perturbative aspects
          
      	Mariaelena Boglione (Università di Torino)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 13. Jul	15:30	
            Betti numbers and the Bochner technique
          
      	Matthias Wink (U Münster)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Wed 13. Jul	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Julien Barrat (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 08. Jul	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Michele Galli (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 06. Jul	15:30	
            Positive sectional curvature and Ricci flow
          
      	Anusha Krishnan (U Münster)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Wed 06. Jul	14:00	
            Closed string amplitudes at one loop and iterated integrals
          
      	Axel Kleinschmidt (AEI, Potsdam)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 30. Jun	16:00	
            The Drell-Yan process at large dilepton invariant mass: studying the impact of mixed QCD-electroweak corrections
          
      	Chiara Signorile-Signorile (KIT)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 24. Jun	16:00	
            S-fold spectroscopy
          
      	Oscar Varela (Utah State University and IFT-Madrid)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 24. Jun	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Moritz Kade (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 22. Jun	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Ana Retore	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 17. Jun	16:00	
            Non-isometric U-dualities
          
      	Chris Blair (Vrije Universiteit Brussels)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 17. Jun	14:00	
            Precision collider physics and non-perturbative effects
          
      	Kirill Melnikov (TTP, Karlsruhe)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 16. Jun	16:00	
            SMEFT -- The High, the Low and the Flat 
          
      	Tom Tong (Siegen University)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 15. Jun	14:00	
            Integrable deformations in string theory
          
      	Riccardo Borsato (Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostella)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 10. Jun	14:00	
            The Cotton Double Copy
          
      	Nathan Moynihan (University of Edinburgh)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Fri 03. Jun	16:00	
            Doubled space and extended supersymmetry
          
      	Ondrej Hulik (VUB)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 03. Jun	14:00	
            Five-points one-loop Einstein-Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes
          
      	Marco Arreaga (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 02. Jun	16:00	
            Analysing first order factorizable systems of differential equations in one variable
          
      	Nikolai Fadeev (RISC)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 20. May	16:00	
            From ExFT to non-SUSY conformal manifolds
          
      	Colin Sterckx (ULB)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 20. May	14:00	
            Tidal effects in gravitational scattering of massive bodies
          
      	Benjamin Sauer (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 18. May	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Michele Mattei (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Wed 18. May	14:00	
            Recent advances in QFT methods for classical gravity
          
      	Stavros Mougiakakos (LUTh, Meudon)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221 / Zoom
	Fri 13. May	14:00	
            Integrable bootstrap for correlation functions in beta-deformed N=4 SYM
          
      	Dennis Le Plat (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221
	Thu 12. May	16:00	
            Energetics and scattering at fourth post-Minkowskian order
          
      	Mohammed Khalil (Albert Einstein Institute)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Thu 12. May	14:00	
            Pathlike Co/bialgebras
          
      	Ralph Kaufmann (Purdue)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Wed 11. May	14:00	
            Bootstrapping the half-BPS line defect CFT in N=4 SYM at strong coupling
          
      	Carlo Meneghelli (University of Parma)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	1.221 / Zoom
	Fri 06. May	16:00	
            Deformed N=1 SCFTs and their Supergravity Duals
          
      	Anthony Ashmore (University of Chicago & LPTHE Paris)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 06. May	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Felipe Diaz Jaramillo (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'21
	Wed 04. May	14:00	
            Coactions of Feynman periods from integrability
          
      	Ömer Gürdoğan (Southampton)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'21
	Tue 03. May	14:00	
            Causality constraints on gravitational effective theories
          
      	Julio Parra-Martinez (Caltech)	

        AEI-Seminar

      	
tba
      	tba
	Mon 02. May	14:00	
            Localizing Gravity and Supergravity on Braneworlds
          
      	Kelly Stelle (Imperial College)	

        AEI-Seminar

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 29. Apr	14:00	
            Geometric properties of scattering amplitudes
          
      	James Drummond (Southampton U.)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 22. Apr	16:00	
            Progress in the AdS(3) landscape
          
      	Achilleas Passias (Athens University)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 08. Apr	16:00	
            D-branes in generalized lambda-deformations
          
      	Georgios Pappas (Athens University)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 04. Mar	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Felipe Diaz	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 04. Mar	16:00	
            D-branes in doubled geometry and their reduction
          
      	Vincenzo Marotta (Heriot-Watt University)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Wed 02. Mar	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Lorenzo di Pietro	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'21
	Wed 23. Feb	14:15	
            From KMOC to WQFT in Yang-Mills and gravity
          
      	Leonardo de la Cruz (Bologna)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'21
	Mon 21. Feb	15:00	
            Resonant resurgent asymptotics from quantum field theory
          
      	Michael Borinsky (ETH Zürich)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 18. Feb	16:00	
            Solutions from generalised U-duality
          
      	Chris Blair	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 18. Feb	14:00	
            Multi-particle observables from a finite Euclidean spacetime
          
      	Maxwell Hansen (Edinburgh University)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Wed 16. Feb	14:00	
            Bootstrapping the four-point-function in N=4 Super Yang-Mills theory with Wilson-line defect
          
      	Jonas Marschner (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Mon 14. Feb	15:00	
            Bananas: Multi-edge graphs and their Feynman integrals
          
      	Dirk Kreimer (HU Berlin)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 11. Feb	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Khalil Idiab (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Wed 09. Feb	14:15	
            tba
          
      	Manuel Accetelli-Huber	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Mon 07. Feb	15:00	
            Calabi-Yau Manifolds and Feynman Integrals — The Family of Banana Graphs
          
      	Christoph Nega (U Bonn)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 04. Feb	16:00	
             Topological strings at 1-loop from double complexes
          
      	David Tennyson (Imperial College London)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 04. Feb	14:00	
            Multipoint correlators on the supersymmetric Wilson line defect CFT
          
      	Giulia Peveri (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Thu 03. Feb	13:00	
            Project Caesar, a blueprint for numerical evaluation of Feynman integrals
          
      	Johann Usovitsch (CERN)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Fri 28. Jan	14:00	
            From scattering amplitudes to Newton’s potential and beyond
          
      	Gabriele Travaglini (Queen Mary, London)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 27. Jan	13:00	
            Modelling uncertainties of ttW signatures at the LHC
          
      	Manfred Kraus (Florida State)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 26. Jan	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Babis Anastasiou (ETH Zürich)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 26. Jan	14:05	
            tba
          
      	Elli Pomoni (DESY Hamburg)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Mon 24. Jan	15:00	
            Infrared propagators in QCD
          
      	John Gracey (U Liverpool)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 21. Jan	16:00	
            Non-perturbative instability of mIIA on AdS_4 x S^6
          
      	Giuseppe Dibitetto	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 21. Jan	10:00	
            Non commutative N=4 SYM via Drinfel’d twists
          
      	Tim Meier (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Thu 20. Jan	13:00	
            A pedagogical penguin integral
          
      	Stefan Weinzierl (Mainz University)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	994 0013 2544
	Wed 19. Jan	14:00	
            Hidden constants for a test black hole in a Kerr background
          
      	Justin Vines (AEI Potsdam, UCLA)	

        QFT-String

      	

        IRIS

      	2'21
	Mon 17. Jan	15:00	
            From gauge theory quantization to independence complexes of graphs 
          
      	Marko Berghoff (Oxford, HU)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 14. Jan	14:00	
            Double Field Theory from the double copy: a worldline approach
          
      	Roberto Bonezzi (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Thu 13. Jan	13:00	
            Constraining the CP character of the Higgs–top-quark interaction
          
      	Henning Bahl (University of Chicago)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	on request
	Fri 07. Jan	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Gustav Mogull (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Mon 20. Dec	15:00	
            Combinatorial Feynman period invariants
          
      	Erik Panzer (Oxford U)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 16. Dec	13:00	
            Drell-Yan lepton-pair production in QCD: transverse-momentum resummation at N3LL accuracy and fiducial cross sections at N3LO
          
      	Giancarlo Ferrera (Università di Milano)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	818 1175 6411
	Wed 15. Dec	16:30	
            Instanton gauge theory, the pillowcase, and SU(2)-representations
          
      	Raphael Zentner (Universität Regensburg)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Mon 13. Dec	15:00	
            Polarized and Unpolarized 3-loop anomalous dimensions in QCD 
          
      	Johannes Bluemlein (DESY)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 10. Dec	14:00	
            Yangian Ward Identities for Fishnet Four-Point Integrals
          
      	Luke Corcoran (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Thu 09. Dec	16:00	
            Multiple soft radiation at one-loop order and the emission of a soft quark–antiquark pair
          
      	Leandro Cieri (INFN Firenze & IFIC València)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Wed 08. Dec	16:30	
            Spaces and moduli spaces of nonnegatively curved Riemannian metrics
          
      	Wilderich Tuschmann (KIT, Karlsruhe)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Fri 03. Dec	14:00	
            tba
          
      	Rob Klabbers (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Lunch

      	

        IRIS

      	2'07
	Thu 02. Dec	16:00	
            Muon g-2 and Δα connection
          
      	Massimo Passera (Università di Padova)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Mon 29. Nov	15:00	
            Lie Theory for Asymptotic Symmetry Groups in General Relativity 
          
      	David Prinz (HU Berlin) and Alexander Schmeding (Bergen U)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 25. Nov	13:00	
            Numerical evaluation of multi-loop integrals without contour deformation
          
      	Roberto Pittau (Granada - CERN)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Mon 22. Nov	15:00	
            Binary Black Hole Systems at the Fifth Post-Newtonian Order
          
      	Andreas Maier (DESY Zeuthen)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 18. Nov	16:00	
            The gamma5 problem of dimensional regularization - a rigorous approach using the Breitenlohner/Maison scheme
          
      	Dominik Stöckinger (TU Dresden)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	tba
	Thu 11. Nov	16:00	
            Multiloop Feynman diagrams in a quantum computer
          
      	Germán Rodrigo (CSIC Valencia)	

        DESY-Theory

      	
tba
      	825 3524 1131
	Thu 04. Nov	16:00	
            O(αs3) calculations for the inclusive determination of |Vcb|
          
      	Kay Schönwald (KIT)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        DESY

      	Seminarraum 5
	Thu 21. Oct	16:00	
            Black holes as heavy particles
          
      	Andreas Helset (Caltech)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	836 6597 9914
	Mon 27. Sep	12:30	
            KMPB-Day 
          
      	Michael Borinsky; Paul-Hermann Balduf; Karen Yeats	
KMPB-Day
      	

        zoom

      	682 4108 8364
	Fri 23. Jul	16:00	
            tba
          
      	Martin Cederwall	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 16. Jul	16:00	
            Integrable deformations from asymptotic limits
          
      	Georgios Itsios (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 15. Jul	13:00	
            Electric charge renormalization to all orders
          
      	Stefan Dittmaier (Freiburg University)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 09. Jul	16:00	
            Separability in consistent truncations
          
      	Robert Walker	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Mon 05. Jul	15:00	
            (click for slides) Local Unitarity: a representation of differential cross-sections that is locally free of infrared singularities at any order 
          
      	Ben Ruijl (ETH Zürich)	

        LQFT

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 01. Jul	13:00	
            tba
          
      	Stephen Jones (CERN, Durham)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 25. Jun	14:00	
            The infrared structure of perturbative QCD 
          
      	Lorenzo Magnea (U Torino)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 24. Jun	13:00	
            Using improved auxiliary mass flow method to compute master integrals
          
      	Xiao Liu (Peking)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 18. Jun	16:00	
            EL∞-algebras, Generalized Geometry, and Tensor Hierarchies
          
      	Christian Saemann (Heriot-Watt University)	

        EGSS

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 17. Jun	13:00	
            (g-2)_mu : Is the end of the Standard Model nigh? 
          
      	Thomas Teubner (Liverpool)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 10. Jun	13:00	
            Two-loop helicity amplitudes for diphoton plus jet production in full colour 
          
      	Federico Buccioni (Oxford)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 03. Jun	13:00	
            NNLO event generation matched to parton showers in the GENEVA Monte Carlo 
          
      	Simone Alioli (Università di Milano)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Thu 27. May	13:00	
            Reading the footprints of the flavor anomalies
          
      	Javier Fuentes-Martín (Mainz)	

        DESY-Theory

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Tue 25. May	15:15	
            Muon g-2: experiment, standard model and lattice quantum chromodynamics
          
      	Laurent Lellouch (CNRS & Aix-Marseille U.)	
None
      	

        zoom

      	645 6733 6962
	Fri 30. Apr	14:00	
            Exceptional Field Theory and applications to the AdS/CFT correspondence
          
      	Emanuel Malek (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 26. Mar	13:00	
            IRIS Colloquium
          
      	Stijn van Tongeren; Emanuel Malek; Markus Krutzik (HU Berlin)	
IRIS Colloquium
      	

        zoom

      	639 2454 2492
	Thu 04. Mar	16:00	
            Bounds on Crossing Symmetry
          
      	Sebastian Mizera (IAS)	
NIKHEF theory
      	

        zoom

      	967 4348 5099
	Mon 01. Mar	09:30	
            KMPB-Day 
          
      	Nichol Furey; Emanuel Malek; Gaetan Borot; Agostino Patella	
KMPB-Day
      	

        zoom

      	tba
	Fri 26. Feb	13:30	
            W-algebras: between representation theory, 2d geometry and 5d gauge theories
          
      	Gaetan Borot (HU Berlin)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 29. Jan	13:30	
            Diagrams, Interactions and Intersections
          
      	Pierpaolo Mastrolia (Università degli Studi di Padova)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Wed 27. Jan	16:30	
            Deformation theory of nearly G2-manifolds
          
      	Shubham Dwivedi (HU Berlin)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Wed 20. Jan	16:30	
            Geometric flows of G2-structures
          
      	Shubham Dwivedi (HU Berlin)	

        Diffgeo-Seminar

      	

        RUD25

      	1.013
	Wed 16. Dec	14:00	
            Gauge/gravity duality for composite Higgs models and the top mass
          
      	Johanna Erdmenger (Würzburg)	

        QFT-Colloquium

      	

        zoom

      	on request
	Fri 27. Nov	13:30	
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                Abstract of the talk Generalised Geometry and consistent truncations by Grégoire Josse (HU Berlin)

              

              
                A central problem of string theory is to obtain effective theories that reproduce the standard model and general relativity. In this talk I will focus on a technique to obtain such lower dimensional effective theories namely consistent truncations. The idea is to use the extended symmetries of string theory in order to select a finite set of modes involved in the effective theory inside the infinte set of reduced fields. In this talk I will show how the formalism of generalised geometry, an extension of differential geometry that unifies space time coordinates transformation and gauge transformation of string theory potentials in generalised diffeomorphism, allow to obtain in a systematic way consistent truncations and thus classify effective theories that can be obtained from string theory. This method is general for any dimensions but in order to apply it to holographic duality between gauge theories and sting theory I will at some point specify to five dimensions reductions.
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                Abstract of the talk Quantum strings and gauge fields at arbitrary coupling by Valentina Forini (City University, London)

              

              
                 Introductory talk for a W2-Heisenberg professorship "Theoretical Particle Physics: Gauge fields and Strings" 
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                Abstract of the talk Quantum Gravity and Quantum Ricci Curvature by Renate Loll (Radboud U Nijmegen)

              

              
                Researchers in quantum gravity look for a theoretical and quantitative understanding of the dynamics of spacetime near the ultrashort Planck scale, which is believed to be governed by large quantum fluctuations and therefore cannot be described by perturbation theory about solutions to the classical Einstein equations. A powerful nonperturbative methodology is that of “random geometry”, the study of continuum limits of statistical ensembles of piecewise flat simplicial manifolds consisting of equilateral triangular building blocks. While systems of two-dimensional random geometry in Riemannian signature provide analytically soluble toy models and illustrate the viability of the method, physical quantum gravity requires an implementation in four dimensions and Lorentzian signature.
The formulation of Causal Dynamical Triangulations (CDT), which builds on the principles of random geometry, is a quantum-gravitational analogue of what lattice QCD is to nonabelian gauge theory. It has allowed us to move away from formal considerations in quantum gravity to extracting quantitative results on the spectra of invariant quantum observables, describing physics near the Planck scale. A breakthrough result of CDT quantum gravity in four dimensions is the emergence, from first principles, of a nontrivial, nonperturbative vacuum state with properties of a de Sitter universe. I will summarize these findings, highlighting the unusual character of observables in quantum gravity, and describe some of the interesting physical questions that are being explored using the new notion of quantum Ricci curvature.
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                Abstract of the talk Color-kinematics duality for Chern-Simons theory by Maor Ben-Shahar (Uppsala University, Uppsala)

              

              
                Chern-Simons theory obeys the color-kinematics duality off-shell, and admits an off-shell double-copy. The off-shell duality is the result of there being volume preserving diffeomorphisms hidden in the Feynman rules. This can be extended to the ghost sectors by using a suitable superspace formulation of the theory. On-shell, I will argue that there is a unique N=4 adjoint matter theory that obeys the duality, and that it can be double-copied giving amplitudes of (up to) maximally supersymmetric Dirac-Born-Infeld theory in 3D. The talk is mostly based on [2112.11452]
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                Abstract of the talk Parallel spinors on Lorentzian manifolds by Bernd Ammann (U Regensburg)

              

              
                Parallel spinors, i.e. parallel sections of the spinor bundle, are related to many problems in mathematics and physics. All known compact Ricci-flat Riemannian manifolds have a finite covering that admits a parallel spinor. In physics they seem to be related to supersymmetry and hidden dimensions. Parallel spinors lead to special holonomy. In the talk we will not discuss these applications. We want to present unexpected tight relations between Lorentzian metrics of dimension n + 1 carrying a parallel (lightlike) spinor and 1-parameter families of Riemannian metrics carrying a parallel spinors on an (n − 1)-dimensional manifold. The decomposition of such a Lorentzian manifold into a family of Riemannian metrics was done in work by Baum, Leistner and Lischewski (2014–2017). In joint work with Klaus Kr oncke and Olaf M ̈uller (2021) we described how to assemble a 1-parameter family of Riemannian manifolds with parallel spinors to a Lorentzian one. However, it is not fully clear to which extent these two constructions are inverse to each other. It seemed that the Baum–Leistner–Lischewki construction which depends on the choice of a spacelike hypersurface yields a wider class of metrics than the Ammann–Kr ̈oncke–M ̈uller construction. We will show (joint work with K. Kr oncke) that a least locally this discrepancy can be removed by a clever choice of this spacelike hypersurface. This leads to a partial differential equation of Hamilton-Jacobi type that we will resolve. The subject is also related to index theory in the Lorentzian context. Let us assume that a Lorentzian manifold with closed Cauchy surface M satisfies the “dominant energy condition”, a condition that may be physically interpreted as non-negative energy density. One can use index-theoretical arguments for the Dirac-Witten operator. If this operator has a non-trivial kernel, we obtain a Lorentzian manifold with a lightlike parallel spinor. This is joint work with my PhD student Jonathan Glöckle.
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                Abstract of the talk Local SUSY, an unconventional approach by Jorge Zanelli

              

              
                Unconventional SUSY connects spacetime and internal symmetries, combining spin-1 gauge field and spin-1/2 fermions in a single Lie superalgebra-valued connection. In this representation, states do not come in Bose-Fermi pairs, avoiding the doubling of fields. If the local symmetry contains the Lorentz group, gravity is inevitably included, but there are no fundamental fields of spin-3/2 or higher. The resulting systems are remarkably simple, closely resembling a standard quantum field theory and SUSY still emerges not as a symmetry of the action, but as a feature of the vacuum/ground state. Thus, local SUSY is a conditional/contingent symmetry like Poincaré or AdS symmetries, which depend on the nature of the spacetime background. We illustrate the general construction with 3D and 4D examples. 
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                Abstract of the talk The ABJM Wilson line double-bootstrap by Gabriel Bliard (HU Berlin)

              

              
                Developments in the numerical and analytical conformal bootstrap have recently been a driving force in the exploration of conformal field theories. In particular, one-dimensional defect theories are the ideal playground in which to push the analytic bootstrap to high orders. In this talk, I will illustrate this technique through the example of the 1/2 BPS Wilson line in ABJM and present some recent developments as well as work in progress. In the first part, I will show how the study of contact diagrams, see [2204.01659] can serve as a starting point in the bootstrap process. Then I will present the solution at second order in a strong coupling expansion of the four-point correlator of insertions on the ABJM Wilson line first studied in [2004.07849] and contrast it with the N=4 SYM case.
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                Abstract of the talk Closed string amplitudes at one loop and iterated integrals by Axel Kleinschmidt (AEI, Potsdam)

              

              
                Closed string amplitudes at genus can be expressed as integrals over the moduli space of punctured torus world-sheets. After performing the integral over the punctures, the integrand is SL(2,Z)-invariant and can be expanded in a series in the characteristic string length, corresponding to an effective low-energy approximation. The integrands turn out to be closely related to (single-valued) iterated integrals that have been studied recently in the mathematics literature. I will review this correspondence and the perspective string theory provides for it.
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                Abstract of the talk The Drell-Yan process at large dilepton invariant mass: studying the impact of mixed QCD-electroweak corrections by Chiara Signorile-Signorile (KIT)

              

              
                The Drell-Yan process offers an interesting opportunity to test the Standard Model (SM) and possibly reveal New Physics beyond it.  Indeed, dilepton production at high invariant masses is sensitive to New Physics effects, while also being extremely well controlled both theoretically and experimentally.  In this talk I will present the recent calculation of mixed QCD-electroweak corrections to the production of a massless dilepton pair in proton-proton collisions, at large dilepton invariant mass. I will discuss some technical aspects of the calculation, as well as results for fiducial cross sections and a selection of kinematic distributions. 
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                Abstract of the talk S-fold spectroscopy by Oscar Varela (Utah State University and IFT-Madrid)

              

              
                 The vacua of specific non-semisimple, dyonic gaugings of maximal four-dimensional supergravity have recently attracted some interest because they consistently uplift to typically non-geometric S-fold solutions of type IIB supergravity. In contrast to other consistent uplifts, these vacua and their associated IIB S-folds tend to come in families parameterised by $D=4$ supergravity moduli. For this reason, gauged supergravity is an excellent starting point to assess holographically the conformal manifolds of the dual conformal field theories. In this talk, I will review recent progress in the holographic assessment of the spectrum of single-trace operators on this type of conformal manifolds, using new tools derived from exceptional field theory. As a by-product of our analysis, we will provide evidence of the non-compactness of some of these conformal manifolds. This observation appears to be in tension with one of the very many conjectures formulated in the context of the swampland programme.
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                Abstract of the talk Non-isometric U-dualities by Chris Blair (Vrije Universiteit Brussels)

              

              
                 I will discuss generalisations of U-duality transformations which do not rely on the existence of isometries. First I will review a recently proposed generalised U-duality map between solutions of type IIA supergravity of the form M_7 x S^3, with NSNS flux, and solutions of 11-dimensional supergravity, in which the three-sphere is replaced by a four-dimensional geometry which encodes three-algebra structure constants (see my previous exceptional geometry seminar, from February, for a first look at this). I will show that when M_7 admits two abelian isometries, TsT deformations on the IIA side become six-vector deformations in the 11-dimensional setting. These six-vector deformations involve an action of E_6 on both isometric and non-isometric directions. I will discuss the algebraic interpretation of these deformations, and compare and contrast them with (generalised) Yang-Baxter deformations in supergravity.
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                Abstract of the talk Precision collider physics and non-perturbative effects by Kirill Melnikov (TTP, Karlsruhe)

              

              
                Recent progress in understanding QCD at the perturbative level led to the possibility to perform precision studies at lepton and even hadron colliders that go well beyond of what was considered possible earlier. Given this remarkable progress a question about possible non-perturbative effects and their impact on precision collider observables becomes relevant. In this talk I will discuss a few examples where improved understanding of non-perturbative effecs in collider physics would be desirable, and describe early attempts to make progress in this direction.
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                Abstract of the talk SMEFT -- The High, the Low and the Flat  by Tom Tong (Siegen University)

              

              
                The recent CDF measurement of the W-boson mass draws new attention to global analyses of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT), an approach to constraining new physics in a model-independent way. However, present global analyses that only include high-energy observables predict a large, percent-level, violation of first-row CKM unitarity. We point out the necessity to consider low-energy observables, such as the beta-decay, in resolutions of the W mass anomaly in SMEFT that go beyond pure oblique corrections. We discuss the flat directions in SMEFT that are being lifted after including beta-decay constraints, and investigate what solutions to the W mass anomaly are still viable. 
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                Abstract of the talk Integrable deformations in string theory by Riccardo Borsato (Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostella)

              

              
                I will review recent progress on deformations of string sigma-models. I will focus in particular on a class called 'homogeneous Yang-Baxter deformations' which can be understood as generalisations of TsT deformations, when the algebra of isometries participating in the deformation is non-abelian. Many features of TsT can be extended to Yang-Baxter, including the fact that they can be understood as solution-generating techniques in supergravity via the O(D,D)-covariant language of Double Field Theory. This reformulation, actually, makes it also manifest that Yang-Baxter deformations admit consistent alpha'-corrections at least at the first order (in the bosonic and heterotic string). When it comes to integrability, we can exploit the fact that, as for TsT, a Yang-Baxter deformed sigma-model is equivalent on-shell to an undeformed model with twisted boundary conditions. In the Yang-Baxter case the twisted boundary conditions involve complicated non-linear relations, though. I will review this construction and argue that it is a starting point to extend the integrability methods to these deformed models, which can be studied also as integrable deformations of AdS/CFT.
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                Abstract of the talk The Cotton Double Copy by Nathan Moynihan (University of Edinburgh)

              

              
                The classical double copy relates specific solutions in gauge theories to their gravitational counterparts which, under certain conditions, can be related to on-shell three-particle scattering amplitudes. In this talk, I will discuss how certain classical curvature spinors in topologically massive gauge theories and gravity can inherit the double copy from the underlying three-particle amplitudes resulting in the Cotton double copy, a three-dimensional cousin of the Weyl double copy.
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                Abstract of the talk Doubled space and extended supersymmetry by Ondrej Hulik (VUB)

              

              
                The doubled formulation of the worldsheet provides a description of string theory in which T-duality is promoted to a manifest symmetry. I will discuss the extension of doubled formulation to N=(2,2) superspace thus providing a doubled formulation for bi-Hermitian/generalised Kähler target spaces. The dynamics of a doubled model is concisely described by a single function, a doubled-generalised Kähler potential, supplemented with a manifestly  N=(2,2) constraint. The developed formalism will be applied to concrete examples.
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                Abstract of the talk Five-points one-loop Einstein-Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes by Marco Arreaga (HU Berlin)

              

              
                We discuss the calculation of Einstein-Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes at one-loop level and multiplicity five using generalised unitarity cuts in D = 4 – 2 epsilon dimensions. More specifically, we will go through the computation of the all-plus helicity configuration with four gluons and one graviton.
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                Abstract of the talk From ExFT to non-SUSY conformal manifolds by Colin Sterckx (ULB)

              

              
                We will review a recent application of Exceptional Field Theory: finding new families of solutions of type IIB supergravity on AdS_4 x S^1 x S^5. To find such solutions, we will compactify type IIB on S^5 x S^1 to obtain a 4d gauged maximal supergravity where new solutions are simply found by extremizing a scalar potential. Surprisingly, it is sometime possible to deform our new solutions and break any residual supersymmetry while preserving stability. This is surprising since, from a holographic perspective, these deformations should be dual to non-supersymmetric exactly marginal deformations. We will show that it is a generic behaviour of gravity theories compactified on a circle and we will provide a solution generating technique in terms of a tool called the mapping torus.
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                Abstract of the talk Tidal effects in gravitational scattering of massive bodies by Benjamin Sauer (HU Berlin)

              

              
                Merging neutron stars are a source of detected gravitational waves on earth. This gives rise to an interest in the description of tidal effects in the scattering of two massive bodies of finite size. This thesis extends a WQFT in Post-Minkowskian expansion describing bodies as point masses to quadrupole tidal effects. We use this to provide a correction in LO to the wave form and look at its impact on radiative effects on the deflection. Furthermore we provide a correction to conservative deflection and Eikonal up to NLO.
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                Abstract of the talk Recent advances in QFT methods for classical gravity by Stavros Mougiakakos (LUTh, Meudon)

              

              
                Recent years have seen a renewed interest in analytical treatments of the dissipative two body problem in gravity. This is mainly due to the recent detections of gravitational waves by LIGO and VIRGO from binary coalescences. The inspiral phase, the initial phase of the coalescence event where the typical velocities of the binary system are small and the constituents are largely separated, is subject to an analytic Post-Newtonian (PN) perturbative treatment. Lately, many tools originating from particle physics and QFT have been utilized for the analytic solution of the problem such as EFT methods and modern methods for Scattering Amplitudes both for the PN and the fully relativistic Post-Minkowskian (PM) regime. In this seminar, we will review some of the recent advances of this newborn subfield and focus on specific contributions of the speaker.
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                Abstract of the talk Integrable bootstrap for correlation functions in beta-deformed N=4 SYM by Dennis Le Plat (HU Berlin)

              

              
                In this talk I will discuss an integrable bootstrap framework for the computation of correlation functions in beta-deformed N=4 SYM and introduce a beta-deformed hexagon form factor. After discussing the hexagon program, I am going to present some explicit checks using three-point functions.
This talk is based on work with Burkhard Eden, Tristan McLoughlin, Fiona Seibold, Alessandro Sfondrini and Anne Spiering.
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                Abstract of the talk Energetics and scattering at fourth post-Minkowskian order by Mohammed Khalil (Albert Einstein Institute)

              

              
                Accurate waveform models are crucial for gravitational-wave data analysis, and since numerical-relativity waveforms are computationally expensive, it is important to improve the analytical description of the binary dynamics. The post-Newtonian (PN) approximation is valid for small velocities and weak gravitational field, while the post-Minkowskian (PM) approximation is valid for arbitrary velocities in the weak field. We assess the accuracy of recent results for the 4PM conservative dynamics through comparisons with the PN approximation and numerical relativity simulations for the circular-orbit binding energy and the scattering angle. We also incorporate the PM results in effective-one-body Hamiltonians, which significantly improves the accuracy over PM-expanded Hamiltonians. We find that while the 4PM approximation gives comparable results to the 3PN approximation for bound orbits, it performs better for scattering encounters. 
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                Abstract of the talk Pathlike Co/bialgebras by Ralph Kaufmann (Purdue)

              

              
                We introduce a class of bialgebras that formalizes the properties of bialgebras that appear naturally in topology, number theory and physics. We give the obstruction to the existence of antipodes for these algebras using a Takeuchi/Quillen type of setup. In renormalization the antipodes are used to construct involution inverses for arbitrary characters. More generally, we can give conditions on characters, such that their convolution inverse exists. These restricted characters factor through universal quotients and lift to quantum deformations. 
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                Abstract of the talk Bootstrapping the half-BPS line defect CFT in N=4 SYM at strong coupling by Carlo Meneghelli (University of Parma)

              

              
                 In this talk I will present how the 1d CFT defined by the half-BPS Wilson line in planar N=4 super Yang-Mills can be solved in a perturbative expansion around strong coupling using analytic bootstrap methods. I will also comment on how the results obtained in this way reproduce the available data from integrability-based methods. The talk is based on joint work with Pietro Ferrero.
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                Abstract of the talk Deformed N=1 SCFTs and their Supergravity Duals by Anthony Ashmore (University of Chicago & LPTHE Paris)

              

              
                We consider the space of supersymmetric AdS5 solutions of type IIB supergravity corresponding to the conformal manifold of the dual 4d N = 1 conformal field theories. We describe how the background geometry naturally encodes a holomorphic generalised structure, dual to the superpotential of the field theory. Using this generalised language, we address the long-standing problem of finding the gravity duals of the generic N = 1 deformations of N = 4 super Yang-Mills: though we are not able to give it in a fully explicit form, we provide a proof-of-existence of the supergravity solutions. Using this formalism, we analyse the moduli of these supergravity backgrounds and derive a new result for the Hilbert series of the deformed field theories.
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                Abstract of the talk Coactions of Feynman periods from integrability by Ömer Gürdoğan (Southampton)

              

              
                Results in Quantum Field Theories, such as anomalous dimensions or scattering amplitudes are known to exhibit rich properties under the Galois coaction that acts on period integrals. I will show how these phenomena arise directly from an integrability setup describing the anomalous dimensions of an integrable four-dimensional scalar model. I will also discuss a conjectural all-loop differential equation containing derivatives with respect to Riemann zeta values.
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                Abstract of the talk Causality constraints on gravitational effective theories by Julio Parra-Martinez (Caltech)

              

              
                In this talk I will describe constraints from causality and unitarity on 2->2 graviton scattering in weakly-coupled gravitational effective field theories. Together, causality and unitarity imply dispersion relations that connect low-energy observables to high-energy data. Using such dispersion relations, I will explain how to derive two-sided bounds on gravitational Wilson coefficients in terms of the mass M of new higher-spin states. Such bounds imply that gravitational interactions must shut off uniformly in the limit G->0, and prove the scaling with M expected from dimensional analysis. In addition they demonstrate the gravity must be weakly coupled at all scales below Planck. Time permitting, I will comment on the experimental implications of the bounds.
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                Abstract of the talk Localizing Gravity and Supergravity on Braneworlds by Kelly Stelle (Imperial College)

              

              
                Supergravity brane solutions provide a variety of contexts for effectively obtaining lower-dimensional physics within a higher-dimensional theory, but with noncompact transverse spaces instead of a usual Kaluza-Klein compactification. Two such contexts will be discussed. One is a promotion of the static “vacuum” brane solution to a full braneworld supergravity theory for the degree of supersymmetry possessed by the static brane. This allows for a “consistent truncation” brane supergravity ansatz in which the vacuum brane serves as a standard “skeleton” for embedding in the higher dimensional theory. The second is a more complete localization which exists in situations where the transverse wave equation spectrum starts with a normalizable zero mode state separated by a mass gap from the continuum expected in a noncompact transverse space. An example based on a transverse Eguchi-Hanson space will be given.
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                Abstract of the talk Geometric properties of scattering amplitudes by James Drummond (Southampton U.)

              

              
                I will review a number of geometric approaches to understanding properties of scattering amplitudes. In particular we will discuss the relation of the geometry of the kinematical space to the analytic behaviour of amplitudes as functions on this space. Our focus will be on massless scattering amplitudes with N=4 super Yang-Mills theory as a guiding example, where cluster algebras of Grassmannian spaces play a central role.
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                Abstract of the talk Progress in the AdS(3) landscape by Achilleas Passias (Athens University)

              

              
                We will present recent progress in the classification and construction of supersymmetric AdS(3) solutions in String Theory. This includes the classification of minimally supersymmetric solutions, and the construction of large families of N=(2,0) supersymmetric AdS(3) solutions in massive Type IIA supergravity. We will also discuss N=(2,2) supersymmetric AdS(3) solutions arising from D3-branes on Riemann surfaces of constant, as well as non-constant curvature.
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                Abstract of the talk D-branes in generalized lambda-deformations by Georgios Pappas (Athens University)

              

              
                After a short introduction on conformal branes in WZW models I will discuss the study of integrable brane configurations embedded in lambda-deformations. Then, I will focus on integrable branes embedded in a class of models known as generalized lambda-deformations which appear as multi-parametric deformations of a product of WZW models and interpolate between two exact CFTs in the UV and IR fixed points.
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                Abstract of the talk D-branes in doubled geometry and their reduction by Vincenzo Marotta (Heriot-Watt University)

              

              
                D-branes will be introduced in the framework of doubled geometry as conformal boundary conditions for the open string formulation of the Born sigma-model. This suggests a general characterisation of such D-branes as maximally isotropic subbundles on a para-Hermitian manifold. In particular, the reduction procedure of the D-branes to the physical spacetime will be tackled by describing them as Dirac structures. Furthermore a comparison with generalised complex branes will be drawn by defining their para-complex counterpart.
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                Abstract of the talk From KMOC to WQFT in Yang-Mills and gravity by Leonardo de la Cruz (Bologna)

              

              
                Recently, powerful quantum field theory techniques, originally developed to calculate observables in colliders, have been applied to describe classical observables relevant to gravitational wave physics. This has motivated a proliferation of approaches to extract classical information from quantum scattering amplitudes. Since the double copy suggests that the basis of the dynamics of general relativity is Yang-Mills theory, in this talk I will first discuss scattering in Yang-Mills theory as a toy model to study the connection between the framework by Kosower-Maybee-O'Connell (KMOC), the language of effective field theory (EFT) and the eikonal phase. After a brief review of the KMOC formalism to compute classical observables from scattering amplitudes, I will consider the dynamics of colour-charged particle scattering and explain how to compute the change of colour, and the radiation of colour, during a classical collision. Finally, moving on to gravity, I will discuss the deflection of light by a massive spinless/spinning object using the novel worldline quantum field theory (WQFT) formalism for classical scattering.
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                Abstract of the talk Resonant resurgent asymptotics from quantum field theory by Michael Borinsky (ETH Zürich)

              

              
                The factorial divergence of perturbative expansions is believed to be governed by two seemingly unrelated phenomena: Instantons that arise due to nontrivial solutions of the classical field equations and renormalons that appear due to a factorially growing contribution from the renormalization subtraction terms of a family of Feynman diagrams.  I will report on joint work with David Broadhurst, Gerald Dunne and Max Meynig in which a particularly interesting renormalon in phi^3 theory was analyzed using tools from Ecalle's resurgence framework. A recent work with David Broadhurst revealed the intricate role of 'resonant' logarithmic terms for this renormalon and allowed an all-trans-series-order resurgence analysis. The overall shape of our all-order trans-series solution and our (well-tested) conjectured formulas for the asymptotic behaviour of the trans-series coefficients hint at the existence of a reality cancellation mechanism as it is observed in quantum mechanical instanton computations.
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                Abstract of the talk Solutions from generalised U-duality by Chris Blair

              

              
                Generalisations of T- and U-duality have a natural description using doubled and exceptional geometry. In the former case, non-Abelian T-duality (NATD) in particular has proven to be of great use as a technique to generate new (holographic) supergravity solutions in 10 dimensions. This talk will describe some first steps towards finding similar solutions in 11 dimensions based on structures analogous to those present in non-Abelian T-dual solutions, in particular the presence of dual 3-algebra (rather than Lie algebra) structure constants, encoded in a trivector (rather than a bivector). Starting with brane intersecting solutions in type IIA I will generate a new 11-dimensional solution, describe how its AdS limit fits into a class of already NATD-inspired M-theory AdS_3 solutions, and discuss the appearance of an additional E6-valued six-vector deformation. Based on upcoming work with Sofia Zhidkova and previous work https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12452 with Dan Thompson and Sofia Zhidkova.
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                Abstract of the talk Multi-particle observables from a finite Euclidean spacetime by Maxwell Hansen (Edinburgh University)

              

              
                Numerical calculations of lattice regularized QFTs are a powerful tool to understand such theories when analytic methods are not applicable. However, the utility of numerical results can be affected by two issues: (i) calculations are necessarily performed in a finite-volume spacetime and (ii) Euclidean (rather than Minkowski) signature correlation functions are evaluated. Both aspects play an especially important role for multi-particle observables including scattering and decay amplitudes and inclusive rates. In this colloquium, I will discuss progress for extracting such observables from numerical lattice field theory based on two strategies. One is to use the finite-volume as a tool, rather than an unwanted artefact, and to apply generic field theoretic relations between finite-volume quantities and infinite-volume amplitudes. The second is to carefully regulate the inverse Laplace transform, in order to estimate Minkowski observables directly from numerical Euclidean correlators.
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                Abstract of the talk Bootstrapping the four-point-function in N=4 Super Yang-Mills theory with Wilson-line defect by Jonas Marschner (HU Berlin)

              

              
                Knowledge about the symmetries of a physical system can help finding the solution of the system, e.g. radial symmetry for a charge density or periodicity in solids. But it also makes sense to study models with a large number of symmetries not manifest in physical reality. Those models lend themeselves to a rich field of mathematics and physics, as they allow us to find explicit results not available in models close to reality. In my master's thesis I study such quantum field theory, namely N=4 Super Yang-Mills theory with Wilson-line defect, as it is suitable for the study of conformal and supersymmetry. I will show you the progress I have made so far in the calculation of a correlator of four operator insertions on the Wilson-line using superconformal bootstrap methods as well as explicit perturbative computations. This approach both exploits the strong constraints from symmetry and the computability of perturbation theory. I will point out some peculiarities of the one-loop computation, as well as checks of my results coming from conformal symmetry.
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                Abstract of the talk Bananas: Multi-edge graphs and their Feynman integrals by Dirk Kreimer (HU Berlin)

              

              
                We consider multi-edge or banana graphs bn on n internal edges  with different masses. We focus on the cut banana graphs  from which the full result   can be derived through dispersion. We give a recursive definition of the cut graph amplitude through iterated integrals. We discuss the structure of this iterated integral in detail. A discussion of accompanying differential equations, of monodromy and of a basis of master integrals is included.
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                Abstract of the talk Calabi-Yau Manifolds and Feynman Integrals — The Family of Banana Graphs by Christoph Nega (U Bonn)

              

              
                In this talk I will explain the relation between Calabi-Yau manifolds and their mathematics and Feynman integral computations. We will see how concepts from Calabi-Yau geometries and especially Calabi-Yau motives can be used to compute multi-loop Feynman integrals. This will be exemplified with the so called banana graphs. First, I will give a short introduction to Feynman integrals and Calabi-Yau manifolds. Then we will see how the mathematics of Calabi-Yau manifolds (variations of Hodge structures, Griffiths transversality, Gammaclass, ...) constrain or even determine the corresponding Feynman integrals, here the banana graphs. Then I will also shortly comment on banana integrals in dimensional regularization. Finally, I will make some remarks what we can in general learn from Calabi-Yau spaces in the context of Feynman integrals.
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                Abstract of the talk  Topological strings at 1-loop from double complexes by David Tennyson (Imperial College London)

              

              
                 The topological A/B-model have been important tools for studying both string theory and the geometry of Calabi-Yau manifolds. They provide both new geometric invariants of the Calabi-Yau, as well as calculating certain terms in the effective theory of string theory. While topological strings on other special holonomy manifolds have been postulated, they are far less understood. In my talk, I will examine the topological string on G2 and Spin(7) manifolds from the target space perspective. I will show that any special holonomy manifold has a double complex which generalises the Dolbeault complex of Calabi-Yau manifolds and provides the natural candidate for the BRST complex of the topological string. Through this, I will be able to conjecture the cohomology of operators and the 1-loop partition functions of the G2 and Spin(7) topological strings. 
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                Abstract of the talk Multipoint correlators on the supersymmetric Wilson line defect CFT by Giulia Peveri (HU Berlin)

              

              
                One dimensional CFTs are an exceptional laboratory in which we can test novel techniques in order to solve higher dimensional CFTs. They are also relevant from an holographic point of view, as in the case of conformal line defects in 4d N=4 Super Yang-Mills. In this talk, I will present a recursive prescription to compute, up to one loop, 4d N=4 SYM n-point correlation functions realised inserting protected operators on a 1/2-BPS Wilson line. Interestingly, these correlators are annihilated by a special class of differential operators, that can be considered as a multipoint extension of the superconformal Ward identities satisfied by the four-point functions.
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                Abstract of the talk Project Caesar, a blueprint for numerical evaluation of Feynman integrals by Johann Usovitsch (CERN)

              

              
                We present a blueprint, named Caesar, for the numerical evaluation of Feynman integrals that substantially improves the accuracy and computing time compared to other general numerical methods, while being flexible enough for a large class of applications in electroweak precision physics, Higgs physics, flavor physics and elsewhere.  The launch of the project Caesar is directly correlated to the computations of the three-loop corrections contributing to the pseudo observables which are well defined at the Z-boson resonance. I will give a short motivation why this is important for the studies involving the future e+e- colliders like CEPC, ILC and FCC-ee. 
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                Abstract of the talk From scattering amplitudes to Newton’s potential and beyond by Gabriele Travaglini (Queen Mary, London)

              

              
                Scattering amplitudes of elementary particles exhibit a fascinating simplicity, which is entirely obscured in textbook Feynman-diagram computations. While these quantities find their primary application to collider physics, describing the dynamics of the tiniest particles in the universe, they also characterise the interactions among some of its heaviest objects, such as black holes. Violent collisions among black holes occur where tremendous amounts of energy are emitted, in the form of gravitational waves. 100 years after having been predicted by Einstein, their extraordinary direct detection in 2015 opened a fascinating window of observation of our universe at extreme energies never probed before, and it is now crucial to develop novel efficient methods for highly needed high-precision predictions. Thanks to their inherent simplicity, amplitudes are ideally suited to this task. I will begin by reviewing the computation of a very familiar quantity Newton’s potential, from scattering amplitudes and unitarity. I will then explain how to compute directly observable quantities such as the scattering angle for light or for gravitons passing by a heavy mass such as a black hole. These computations are further simplified thanks to a remarkable, yet still mysterious connection between scattering amplitudes of gluons (in Yang-Mills theory) and those of gravitons (in Einstein’s General relativity), known as the “double copy”, whereby the latter amplitudes can be expressed, schematically, as sums of squares of the former — a property that cannot be possibly guessed by simply staring at the Lagrangians of the two theories. I will conclude by discussing the prospects of performing computations in Einstein gravity to higher orders in Newton’s constant using a new, gauge-invariant version of the double copy, and as an example I will briefly discuss the computation of the scattering angle for classical black hole scattering to third post-Minkowskian order (or O(G^3) in Newton’s constant G).
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                Abstract of the talk Modelling uncertainties of ttW signatures at the LHC by Manfred Kraus (Florida State)

              

              
                In the light of recently reported discrepancies between data and theory for the ttW normalization in either ttH measurements or tttt searches in the multilepton channels the accurate modelling of these complex signatures is revisited. I will discuss the current status of the modelling of ttW signatures from full off-shell NLO QCD predictions to parton shower matched calculations and point our the dominant theory uncertainties in both approaches. Furthermore, I will present a comparison of both approaches to highlight differences in the description of fiducial signatures. 
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                Abstract of the talk Infrared propagators in QCD by John Gracey (U Liverpool)

              

              
                Since the start of the century the behaviour of the gluon and ghost propagators have been widely studied on the lattice at low momenta. In the Landau gauge the gluon propagator freezes to a non-zero finite value indicating the presence of a mass scale. Such a scale could be explained from a field theory point of view via the Gribov construction. Work by Serreau and Tissier showed that the effect of Gribov copies could be modeled by the inclusion of a gluon mass operator in Yang-Mills theory which effectively plays a role of an additional gauge parameter. By computing the gluon and ghost propagators in Yang-Mills to two loops it was previously shown that the lattice propagators could be fitted extremely well over the full momentum range. This talk concentrates on the extension of that work to include massive quarks. One goal is to probe how far the perturbative approximation can be relied upon when the physical limit is taken on the lattice for the quark mass function. A two loop computation is necessary in order to accommodate the interplay between the quark and gluon mass scales. For instance the behaviour of the quark dressing function cannot be accommodated by a one loop fit; a two loop fit is required. 
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                Abstract of the talk Non-perturbative instability of mIIA on AdS_4 x S^6 by Giuseppe Dibitetto

              

              
                I will start by reviewing the physics of KK bubbles and their higher-dimensional generalizations. Secondly, I will move to discussing slightly more general situations where the shrinking modulus is the string coupling. Subsequently I will focus on cases where a Freund-Rubin flux is present, thus leading to the necessity of introducing a source. Finally, I will discuss the case of massive IIA on a 6-sphere as an explicit realization of the aforementioned mechanism and provide an appropriate physical interpretation.
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                Abstract of the talk Non commutative N=4 SYM via Drinfel’d twists by Tim Meier (HU Berlin)

              

              
                In the realm of AdS/CFT correspondence, integrable deformations open up a field of new integrable theories. A well-studied group of such deformations is spanned by the Yang-Baxter deformations of the AdS5xS5 string, which result in Drinfel’d twists of the underlying symmetry algebra. On the field theory side, this can lead to so called non-commutative field theories. This drastically change the gauge symmetry of the theory. I will explicitly show, how to derive gauge invariant actions as a deformation of N=4 SYM and how to recover gauge symmetry for a specific Drinfel’d twist. I will construct gauge invariant operators and show how to map their two point functions to their undeformed counterparts.
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                Abstract of the talk A pedagogical penguin integral by Stefan Weinzierl (Mainz University)

              

              
                Finding master integrals of uniform weight is an essential step in computing Feynman integrals. It is well-known that constant leading singularities and maximal cuts provide helpful information for this task. Based on these concepts I describe a heuristic method, which turns this problem for non-trivial situations into an back-of-the-envelope calculation. I illustrate the method with a two-loop penguin diagram. Zoom password upon request.
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                Abstract of the talk Hidden constants for a test black hole in a Kerr background by Justin Vines (AEI Potsdam, UCLA)

              

              
                The Kerr spacetime is said to possess hidden symmetry, not corresponding to any spacetime isometry, responsible for the integrability of geodesic motion and the separability of various wave equations on a Kerr background. It was also shown by Rüdiger to imply the existence of two (extra) hidden constants of motion (in addition to those due to Killing symmetries, and quantities conserved in any background) for a spinning test body in Kerr, governed by the Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon equations, up to the dipole order in the test body's multipole expansion, through linear order in its spin. (This was independently rediscovered in a supersymmetric guise by Gibbons et al. in 'SUSY in the sky.') This was shown by Witzany to be related to the separability of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the pole-dipole system in Kerr. We demonstrate that Witzany's construction leads to a gauge-invariant radial action integral for scattering orbits --- a function only of the constants of motion, for generic (precessing) spin orientations --- which is closely related to the eikonal phase function derived from the relevant relativistic quantum scattering amplitude, in the classical limit, and in the (spinning) probe limit.
We find generalizations of Rüdiger's constants to the quadrupole level, through quadratic order in the test spin, for the specific case of an effective (quadrupolar) spinning test black hole in a Kerr background. We note a dependence only on these and the other constants of motion (for two copies of the multipolar-test-body limit, with the black holes' identities exchanged), in the eikonal phase derived from scattering amplitudes conjectured to describe generic binary black hole scattering through 1-loop (second post-Minkowskian) order and through quartic order in the black hole spins, as recently worked out by Chen, Chung, Huang and Kim. 
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                Abstract of the talk From gauge theory quantization to independence complexes of graphs  by Marko Berghoff (Oxford, HU)

              

              
                In the paper 'Quantization of gauge fields, graph polynomials and graph cohomology' Dirk Kreimer, Matthias Sars and Walter van Suijlekom introduced two variants of graph homology to encode consistency conditions in the quantization of non-abelian gauge theories. One of their main results states that the combinatorial Green's function is a cycle in a big total complex built out of certain complexes of graphs (it is in fact also closed, and represents the only homology class of this complex). In this talk I will give a quick review of the relevant chain complexes of marked graphs, then show how to proof the latter statement using a simple universal model of such complexes (this was joint work with Andre Knispel). These simple model complexes are actually well-known in a rather unrelated field of discrete mathematics; they are (double complexes associated to) the simplicial chain complexes of independence complexes of graphs. I will explain what these are, how the connection works and how it gives a new method to study the homology of independence complexes. 
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                Abstract of the talk Double Field Theory from the double copy: a worldline approach by Roberto Bonezzi (HU Berlin)

              

              
                In the past years the double copy prescription has allowed to significantly simplify the computation of gravity scattering amplitudes starting from gauge theory ones. Even more importantly, the double copy structure of gravity amplitudes has revealed a surprisingly simple connection between the two theories, gravity and Yang-Mills, which is greatly hidden in their Lagrangian formulation. In this talk I will employ the worldline formalism, as well as tools borrowed from String Field Theory, to elucidate how the double copy is implemented at the Lagrangian level. In particular, I will provide a simple doubling prescription which generates the quadratic Lagrangian of Double Field Theory starting from the free Maxwell action.
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                Abstract of the talk Constraining the CP character of the Higgs–top-quark interaction by Henning Bahl (University of Chicago)

              

              
                The CP structure of the Higgs boson in its coupling to the particles of the Standard Model is amongst the most important Higgs boson properties which have not yet been constrained with high precision. In this talk, I will explain how existing inclusive and differential Higgs boson measurements from the ATLAS and CMS experiments can be used to constrain the CP nature of the top-Yukawa interaction. Moreover, I will show how machine-learning-based inference can be used to tighten these constraints in the future by exploiting the full kinematic information. At the end of the talk, I will also shortly discuss the constraints arising from the measurement of the electron EDM and discuss by how much CP violation in the top-Yukawa coupling can contribute to the baryon asymmetry of the Universe. 
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                Abstract of the talk Combinatorial Feynman period invariants by Erik Panzer (Oxford U)

              

              
                The Feynman period of a graph is a complicated integral that contributes to the running of the coupling in quantum field theory. Non-isomorphic graphs can sometimes yield the same period, and such symmetries simplify calculations. I will discuss other graph invariants, that are easier to compute, but still share the same symmetries of the Feynman period. In particular, I will focus on two such invariants obtained from counting minimal 6-cuts and the Martin polynomial of a 4-regular graph. These new invariants yield improved numerical approximations of Feynman periods, and they also provide further support for conjectured new symmetries.
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                Abstract of the talk Drell-Yan lepton-pair production in QCD: transverse-momentum resummation at N3LL accuracy and fiducial cross sections at N3LO by Giancarlo Ferrera (Università di Milano)

              

              
                We consider Drell-Yan lepton pairs produced in hadronic collisions. We implement the transverse-momentum (qT) resummation up to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (N3LL) accuracy and the qT subtraction formalism up to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO). We propose a method to consistently remove the fixed-order linear power corrections in qT which appears when fiducial kinematical cuts are applied on the final state system. This method enable us to provide predictions for fiducial cross sections with numerical accuracy at the permille level. Our calculation has been implemented in the public numerical program  DYTurbo, which produces fast and precise predictions with the full dependence on the final-state leptons kinematics. We present illustrative numerical results at LHC energies. 
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                Abstract of the talk Instanton gauge theory, the pillowcase, and SU(2)-representations by Raphael Zentner (Universität Regensburg)

              

              
                We review some results about SU(2)-representations of fundamental groups of 3-manifolds, and notably those obtained by instanton gauge theory, and its relevance to 3-manifold topology. We will then explain some key techniques in more detail, some of which are related to area-preserving geometry of the 2-torus.
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                Abstract of the talk Yangian Ward Identities for Fishnet Four-Point Integrals by Luke Corcoran (HU Berlin)

              

              
                We derive Yangian Ward identities for the infinite class of four-point ladder integrals and their Basso-Dixon generalisations. These symmetry equations follow from interpreting the respective Feynman integrals as correlation functions in the bi-scalar fishnet theory. The Ward identities take the form of inhomogeneous extensions of the partial differential equations defining the Appell hypergeometric functions. We employ a manifestly conformal tensor reduction in order to express these inhomogeneities in compact form, which are given by linear combinations of Basso-Dixon integrals with shifted dimensions and propagator powers. The Ward identities naturally generalise to a one-parameter family of D-dimensional integrals representing correlators in the generalised fishnet theory of Kazakov and Olivucci. When specified to two spacetime dimensions, the Yangian Ward identities decouple. Using separation of variables, we explicitly bootstrap the solution for the 2D box integral. The result is a single-valued linear combination of Yangian invariant products of Elliptic K functions.
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                Abstract of the talk Multiple soft radiation at one-loop order and the emission of a soft quark–antiquark pair by Leandro Cieri (INFN Firenze & IFIC València)

              

              
                In this talk we will consider the radiation of two or more soft partons in QCD hard-scattering at one-loop order. Using regularization in d = 4 - 2epsilon space-time dimensions, we will explicitly show the ultraviolet and infrared divergent (epsilon-pole) terms of the one-loop soft current for emission of an arbitrary number of soft partons in a generic hard-scattering process.
Then we will consider the specific case of soft quark–antiquark (qqbar) emission and we will write the one-loop current by including the finite terms. We will show that the one-loop soft-qqbar current exhibits a new type of transverse-momentum singularity, which has a quantum (absorptive) origin and a purely non-abelian character. At the squared amplitude (cross section) level, this transverse-momentum singularity produces contributions to multijet production processes in hadron collisions.
Finally we will discuss also the extension of these results to the cases of QED and mixed QCD×QED radiative corrections for soft fermion–antifermion emission.
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                Abstract of the talk Spaces and moduli spaces of nonnegatively curved Riemannian metrics by Wilderich Tuschmann (KIT, Karlsruhe)

              

              
                Consider a smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric satisfying some sort of curvature constraints like, for example, positive scalar curvature, non-negative Ricci or negative sectional curvature, being Einstein, Kähler, Sasaki, etc. A natural question to study is then what the space of all such metrics does look like. Moreover, one can also pose this question for corresponding moduli spaces of metrics, i.e., quotients of the former by (suitable subgroups of) the diffeomorphism group of the manifold, acting by pulling back metrics. These spaces are customarily equipped with the topology of smooth convergence on compact subsets and the quotient topology, respectively, and  their topological properties then provide the right means to measure 'how many' different metrics and geometries the given manifold actually does exhibit; but one can topologize and view those also in very different manners. In my talk, I will report on some general results and open questions about spaces and moduli spaces of metrics with a focus on non-negative Ricci or sectional curvature as well as other lower curvature bounds on closed and open manifolds, and, in particular, also discuss broader non-traditional approaches from metric geometry and analysis to these objects and topics.
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                Abstract of the talk Muon g-2 and Δα connection by Massimo Passera (Università di Padova)

              

              
                The Muon g-2 experiment at Fermilab has recently confirmed Brookhaven's earlier measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment a_μ. This new result increases the discrepancy Δa_μ with the Standard Model (SM) prediction and strengthens its 'new physics' interpretation. On the other hand, a recent lattice QCD result weakens this discrepancy. In this talk I will review the SM prediction of the muon g-2, focusing on some of the latest developments, and discuss the connection of the discrepancy Δa_μ to precision electroweak predictions via their common dependence on hadronic vacuum polarization effects. I will also briefly present the recently proposed MUonE experiment at CERN, where fixed-target muon-electron scattering will provide a new direct determination of the leading hadronic contribution to the muon g-2. 
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                Abstract of the talk Lie Theory for Asymptotic Symmetry Groups in General Relativity  by David Prinz (HU Berlin) and Alexander Schmeding (Bergen U)

              

              
                It is well known that the Poincaré group is the symmetry group of special relativity. In general relativity, sensible symmetry groups exist only for special spacetimes: the so-called asymptotically flat spacetimes. In this setting, mass is (essentially) concentrated in a compact region and the metric tensor decays to the Minkowski metric when going to infinity. Several groups have been proposed as generalizations of the Poincaré group in this setting. The most famous ones are the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs (BMS) group and the Newman-Unti (NU) group. We will briefly recall these groups and their relevance. It turns out that the BMS and NU groups are infinite-dimensional groups. We will present our recent results which establish the infinite-dimensional Lie theory for these groups. 
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                Abstract of the talk Numerical evaluation of multi-loop integrals without contour deformation by Roberto Pittau (Granada - CERN)

              

              
                We propose a method to produce precise Monte Carlo estimates of multi-scale multi-loop integrals directly in Minkowski space. The validity of our strategy is corroborated by presenting several examples ranging from one to three loops. When used in connection with four-dimensional regularization techniques, our treatment can be extended to ultraviolet and infrared divergent integrals. 
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                Abstract of the talk Binary Black Hole Systems at the Fifth Post-Newtonian Order by Andreas Maier (DESY Zeuthen)

              

              
                The early inspiral phase of compact binary systems can be described in a post-Newtonian expansion in small constituent velocities and weak gravitational interaction. Using nonrelativistic effective field theories and techniques for multiloop calculations developed in particle physics, we obtain the fifth-order conservative contribution in this expansion. We present results for a number of observables.
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                Abstract of the talk Multiloop Feynman diagrams in a quantum computer by Germán Rodrigo (CSIC Valencia)

              

              
                We present a benchmark application of a quantum algorithm to Feynman loop integrals. The two on-shell states of a Feynman propagator are identified with the two states of a qubit and a quantum algorithm is used to unfold the causal singular configurations of multiloop Feynman diagrams. To identify such configurations, we exploit Grover's algorithm for querying multiple solutions over unstructured datasets, which presents a quadratic speed-up over classical algorithms when the number of solutions is much smaller than the number of possible configurations. A suitable modification is introduced to deal with topologies in which the number of causal states to be identified is nearly half of the total number of states. The output of the quantum algorithm in IBM Quantum and QUTE Testbed simulators is used to bootstrap the causal representation in the loop-tree duality of representative multiloop topologies. The algorithm may also find application and interest in graph theory to solve problems involving directed acyclic graphs. 
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                Abstract of the talk O(αs3) calculations for the inclusive determination of |Vcb| by Kay Schönwald (KIT)

              

              
                I present recent calculations of the relation between the kinetic and on-shell mass and the semileptonic b -> c decay rate to O(alpha_s^3). Both quantities are important ingredients for the inclusive determination of |V_{cb}| from inclusive B decays. The calculation of the decay rate is performed in an asymptotic expansion around the limit m_c ~ m_b and shows large perturbative corrections in the on-shell scheme. However, by changing to the kinetic scheme for the bottom quark mass the convergence of the perturbative series can be greatly improved. Since the expansion shows decent convergence even for m_c -> 0 we can also extract third order corrections to b -> u and muon decays. 
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                Abstract of the talk Black holes as heavy particles by Andreas Helset (Caltech)

              

              
                Quantum field theoretic techniques can be used to calculate classical gravitational scattering of black holes (or neutron stars) relevant for gravitational-wave observations. Two current frontiers are the inclusion of spin and finite-size effects. We introduce on-shell variables for Heavy Particle Effective Theories (HPETs) with the goal of extending Heavy Black Hole Effective Theory---the gravitational analog of Heavy Quark Effective Theory---to higher spins and facilitation its application to higher post-Minkowskian orders. These variables inherit the separation of spinless and spin-inclusive effects from the HPET fields, resulting in an explicit spin-multipole expansion of the three-point amplitude for any spin. For finite-size effects we apply the Hilbert series to classify and construct all tidal operators involving two powers of the curvature. 
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                Abstract of the talk Integrable deformations from asymptotic limits by Georgios Itsios (National and Kapodistrian University of Athens)

              

              
                After a short introduction to the λ-model, I will discuss the construction of integrable deformations by employing an asymptotic limit on λ-deformations of non-compact coset CFTs. Specifically, I will focus on a 2D and a 3D example. After the asymptotic limit, the new models interpolate between a CFT with a linear dilaton and a hyperbolic space in two and three dimensions respectively. The existence of a new zoom-in limit in λ-deformed models will also be discussed.
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                Abstract of the talk Electric charge renormalization to all orders by Stefan Dittmaier (Freiburg University)

              

              
                In the talk we discuss the renormalization of the electric charge, as defined in the Thomson limit, with the aim to express the charge renormalization constant in terms of self-energies of the photon-Z-boson system in an arbitrary R_xi-gauge to all perturbative orders. The derivation as carried out in the Standard Model holds in all spontaneously broken gauge theories with the SU(2)_w * U(1)_Y gauge group in the electroweak sector and is based on the application of charge universality to a fake fermion with infinitesimal weak hypercharge and vanishing weak isospin, which effectively decouples from all other particles. Charge universality, for instance, follows from the known universal form of the charge renormalization constant as derived within the background-field formalism. Finally, we briefly discuss the generalization of the described procedure to gauge theories with gauge group U(1)_Y * G with any Lie group G, only assuming that electromagnetic gauge symmetry is unbroken and mixes with U(1)_Y transformations in a non-trivial way. 
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                Abstract of the talk Separability in consistent truncations by Robert Walker

              

              
                I will discuss when a supergravity solution, belonging to a consistent truncation on an internal sphere, is guaranteed to have some degree of separation in its Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This talk is based on https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12493, where it is shown that such separability can be guaranteed if sufficient isometries along the internal sphere are preserved, in addition to an appropriate restriction of the reduction gauge vectors. A classification of such sufficient 'separable isometries' may be of practical use in the generation of separable solutions within a given consistent truncation, which are conveniently amenable to scalar probe calculations. On the other hand, our results suggest that a supergravity solution with a separable massless Hamilton-Jacobi equation may be a tell tale sign that it belongs to an underlying consistent truncation, providing a simple diagnostic in the search for new consistent truncations, as occurred in the motivating example of https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13031.
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                Abstract of the talk (click for slides) Local Unitarity: a representation of differential cross-sections that is locally free of infrared singularities at any order  by Ben Ruijl (ETH Zürich)

              

              
                One of the major challenges in computing higher-order corrections of collider observables is the treatment of infrared singularities. Local Unitarity (LU) is a novel representation of differential scattering cross-sections that locally realises the direct cancellation of infrared singularities exhibited by its real-emission and virtual degrees of freedom. In this talk I will introduce the key concepts behind LU and will show how it can be used to produce differential cross sections with the push of a button. 
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                Abstract of the talk The infrared structure of perturbative QCD  by Lorenzo Magnea (U Torino)

              

              
                Infrared problems in the evaluation of gauge-theory amplitudes and cross sections have been a focus of theoretical research for close to a century. Yet, new discoveries and new ideas continue to emerge, and high-precision phenomenology requires further sharpening of our tools. I will review our present understanding of the infrared structure of non-abelian scattering amplitudes, emphasising the ideas of universality, factorisation, evolution and resummation. I will briefly introduce new ideas for the analysis of soft divergences using conformal field theory tools, and finally I will discuss the problem of infrared subtraction for high-order predictions of complex collider observables.
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                Abstract of the talk Using improved auxiliary mass flow method to compute master integrals by Xiao Liu (Peking)

              

              
                The computation of master integrals is one of the key problems in modern precision high energy physics. In this talk, we would introduce the improved auxiliary mass flow method to numerically compute master integrals. This improved version has much better performance than the original one introduced several years ago in arXiv: 1711.09572, such that many cutting-edge problems are now computable in this framework. As examples, we calculate master integrals involved in two-loop electroweak correction to e+e- -> HZ, two-loop QCD corrections to 3j, W+2j, H+2j, ttbarH, 4j and three-loop QCD correction to ttbar production. Our tests show that the method might be the most powerful one among currently existing numerical methods. 
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                Abstract of the talk EL∞-algebras, Generalized Geometry, and Tensor Hierarchies by Christian Saemann (Heriot-Watt University)

              

              
                In this talk, I review the definition and applications of EL∞-algebras given in arXiv:2106.00108. EL∞-algebras are generalizations of L∞-algebras comprising weak Lie ∞-algebras, and they have a number of applications within extended geometry. In particular, they clarify the higher symmetry structure of generalized tangent bundles and double/exceptional field theory. They also provide the algebraic origin for data needed in the definition of higher gauge theories such as the tensor hierarchy of gauged supergravity. This Lie ∞-algebraic perspective now provides a clear path towards finite gauge transformations and a global picture of these higher gauge theories.
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                Abstract of the talk (g-2)_mu : Is the end of the Standard Model nigh?  by Thomas Teubner (Liverpool)

              

              
                On 7th April, the first results from the g-2 experiment at Fermilab were published and have attracted huge world-wide attention. In this talk, the Standard Model prediction of g-2 of the muon is reviewed, with emphasis on the determination of the hadronic contributions which are the limiting factor for its uncertainty. Recent developments, the current state of the discrepancy between experiment and theory as well as future prospects will be discussed. 
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                Abstract of the talk Two-loop helicity amplitudes for diphoton plus jet production in full colour  by Federico Buccioni (Oxford)

              

              
                In this talk I will present recent results on the complete two-loop corrections in massless QCD for the production of two photons and a jet. The full colour structure of the amplitude is taken into account.  In particular, we analytically compute all two-loop helicity amplitudes for the quark-antiquark, quark-gluon, and antiquark-gluon channel, and check them with an independent calculation of the polarisation-summed interference with the tree amplitude. 
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                Abstract of the talk NNLO event generation matched to parton showers in the GENEVA Monte Carlo  by Simone Alioli (Università di Milano)

              

              
                I will review the GENEVA framework, that combines the NNLL resummation of large Sudakov logarithms at small values of the jet resolution variable with multiple NLO matrix-element corrections to larger values, to give a complete description at the next higher perturbative accuracy in the strong coupling constant at both small and large jet resolution scales.  The resulting NNLO event generator matched to parton showers allowed us to obtain results for several color-singlet processes, displaying good agreement in comparison with LHC data. Possible extensions of the method towards more complicated final states will also be discussed. 
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                Abstract of the talk Reading the footprints of the flavor anomalies by Javier Fuentes-Martín (Mainz)

              

              
                Recent flavor data show a reinforced set of deviations from the Standard Model predictions, pointing to violations of lepton flavor universality. I will critically review these data and discuss their theoretical interpretation, including their possible connection to the hierarchical pattern of fermions masses and mixing angles. To this end, I will first interpret the data following an effective field theory approach and later discuss possible UV completions. Complementary constraints and implications for future measurements will be also discussed. 
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                Abstract of the talk Muon g-2: experiment, standard model and lattice quantum chromodynamics by Laurent Lellouch (CNRS & Aix-Marseille U.)

              

              
                 Zoom 645 6733 6962 , Password 607723 
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                Abstract of the talk Exceptional Field Theory and applications to the AdS/CFT correspondence by Emanuel Malek (HU Berlin)

              

              
                The AdS/CFT correspondence is a powerful tool for studying strongly coupled QFTs by performing computations in string theory and its low energy limit, supergravity. I will review Exceptional Field Theory, a formalism that unifies gravitational and flux degrees of freedom of supergravity, and thereby makes a large exceptional symmetry group manifest. This large symmetry group simplifies many complicated calculations in AdS backgrounds, such as constructing consistent truncations or computing the spectrum of linearised fluctuations around AdS vacua. I will show how this can be used to gain insights into dstrongly coupled QFTs. Finally, it time permits, I will discuss applications to non-supersymmetric AdS vacua.
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                Abstract of the talk IRIS Colloquium by Stijn van Tongeren; Emanuel Malek; Markus Krutzik (HU Berlin)

              

              
                Exactly solvable models and holography; Listening to the shape of string theory's extra dimensions; Atomic systems for timing and sensing applications  
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                Abstract of the talk Bounds on Crossing Symmetry by Sebastian Mizera (IAS)

              

              
                Proposed in 1954 by Gell-Mann, Goldberger, and Thirring, crossing symmetry postulates that particles are indistinguishable from anti-particles traveling back in time. Its elusive proof amounts to demonstrating that scattering matrices in different crossing channels are boundary values of the same analytic function, as a consequence of physical axioms such as causality, locality, or unitarity. In this talk we report on the progress in proving crossing symmetry on-shell within the framework of perturbative quantum field theory. We derive bounds on internal masses above which scattering amplitudes are crossing-symmetric to all loop orders. They are valid for four- and five-point processes, or to all multiplicity if one allows deformations of momenta into higher dimensions at intermediate steps.

As usual we will have our informal coffee meeting before the talk to simulate a coffee corner discussion. The zoom room will already be open from 3:30pm on.  Feel free to join any time before the talk. Passcode upon request. 
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                Abstract of the talk W-algebras: between representation theory, 2d geometry and 5d gauge theories by Gaetan Borot (HU Berlin)

              

              
                W-algebras associated to simple Lie algebras are non-linear generalisations of the Virasoro algebra, from which certain CFTs can be defined. Using a formalism of Kontsevich and Soibelman and representation theory of W-algebras via free fields (when this exist), one can construct from them systems of PDEs whose solution is computed by a topological recursion. Such solutions carry information about 2d (worldsheet) geometry, and topological recursion mean this information is reached by induction on the Euler characteristic that resembles a cutting/pasting approach. They are sometimes  expressible as integrals on the moduli space of complex curves or as topological string A-model amplitudes (for certain target spaces), and gives suitable definition of topological string B-model for certain type of complex 1d singularities. I will give an overview of these connections, and describe if time permits sketch a more recent link (ongoing work) to Nekrasov partition functions in 5d gauge theories (in which W-algebra are known to appear since Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa proposal). This is based on joint works with Andersen, Chekhov, Orantin, Bouchard, Chidambaram, Creutzig, Noshchenko, Kramer, Schüler.
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                Abstract of the talk Diagrams, Interactions and Intersections by Pierpaolo Mastrolia (Università degli Studi di Padova)

              

              
                High energy particle collisions are an ideal framework for accessing new information on matter constituents and forces of Nature. Advances in Theoretical Physics depend on our ability to describe the scattering processes among elementary particles at very high accuracy. Theoretical Physicists calculate scattering amplitudes, numbers that are related to the probabilities of different aftermath of particle  scattering, which encode the chance that a given set of particles will turn into certain other particles after an impact. Feynman graphs are a convenient way to represent particle collisions. The mathematical methods required to describe scattering events which take place from the smallest to the largest scale of the Universe benefit from concepts borrowed from the rich research in mathematical disciplines, such as (differential and algebraic) Geometry, Topology and Number Theory. In this seminar, I elaborate on the diagrammatic approach to Fundamental Interactions via Scattering Amplitudes and Feynman integrals, and on their algebraic properties which have been recently understood to be ruled by Intersection Numbers: a novel connection between Physics and Mathematics.
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                Abstract of the talk Deformation theory of nearly G2-manifolds by Shubham Dwivedi (HU Berlin)

              

              
                We will discuss  the deformation theory  of nearly G2-manifolds.  After defining  nearly G2-manifolds,  we will describe  some identities for 2 and 3-forms on such  manifolds.  We  willintroduce a Dirac type operator which will be used to completely describe the cohomology of nearly G2-manifolds.  Along the way, we will give a different proof of a result of Alexandrov-Semmelman on the space of infinitesimal deformation of nearlyG2structures.  Finally, wewill prove that the infinitesimal deformations of the homogeneous nearly G2-structure on the Aloff–Wallach space are obstructed to second order.  The talk is based on a joint workwith Ragini Singhal (University of Waterloo).
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                Abstract of the talk Geometric flows of G2-structures by Shubham Dwivedi (HU Berlin)

              

              
                We  will  start  by  discussing  a  flow  of  isometric G2-structures.   We  consider  the  negativegradient  flow  of  the  energy  functional  restricted  to  the  class  of G2-structures  inducing  agiven  Riemannian  metric.   We  will  discuss  various  analytic  aspects  of  the  flow  includingglobal and local derivative estimates, a compactness theorem and a monotonicity formulafor the solutions.  After defining an entropy functional we will prove that low entropy initialdata lead to solutions that exist for all time and converge smoothly to a G2-structure with divergence free torsion.  We will also discuss finite time singularities and the singular set ofthe solutions.  Finally, we will discuss the isometric flow ”coupled with the Ricci flow of the underlying metric, which again is a flow of G2-structures (and is a specific example of a familyof flows of G2-structures which we have introduced), and discuss some of its properties.  This is a based  on two separate joint  works with Panagiotis Gianniotis (University of Athens)and Spiro Karigiannis (University of Waterloo)
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                Abstract of the talk Gauge/gravity duality for composite Higgs models and the top mass by Johanna Erdmenger (Würzburg)

              

              
                Composite Higgs models are Beyond the Standard Model approaches involving a strongly coupled sector in which the Higgs particle is a Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken symmetry, in analogy to pions in QCD. I will discuss gauge/gravity dual descriptions of explicit realizations of composite Higgs models using insights from non-conformal examples of the AdS/CFT correspondence. I will explain how to calculate particle masses and decay constants for proposed Sp(4) and SU(4) gauge theories. The results obtained compare favourably to lattice gauge theory studies and go beyond those due to a greater flexibility in choosing the fermion content. That content changes the running of the couplings and its choice can lead to sizable changes in the bound state masses. The `top partners’ present in composite Higgs are modelled by dual fermionic fields in the bulk. Including suitable higher dimension operators can ensure a top mass consistent with the Standard Model.
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                Abstract of the talk The hadronic contributions to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon by Harvey Meyer

              

              
                The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon serves as a low-energy precision test of the Standard Model of particle physics. The White Paper (arXiv:2006.04822) recently published in Physics Reports concludes that a tension of 3.7 standard deviations persists between the direct measurement and the Standard Model prediction of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. A new direct measurement is expected very soon by the E989 experiment at Fermilab. On the theory side, the uncertainty of the SM prediction is quasi-saturated by the hadronic contributions. I will focus on the effort by the lattice QCD community to compute these hadronic contributions and compare these calculations to phenomenological determinations.
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                Abstract of the talk Precision at the LHC: why and how by Giulia Zanderighi (Max-Planck Institute Munich)

              

              
                With Run II, the LHC experiment already reached an unprecedented level of precision compared to previous hadron colliders. The amount of data collected in Run III and the High-Luminosity run will increase quickly and dramatically. I will discuss specific challenges to theorists that must be overcome to provide predictions that have the precision necessary to match the accuracy of data. A few novel ideas to exploit this precision directly or indirectly will also be discussed.
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                Abstract of the talk Precision Gravity: from the LHC to LISA by Rafael Porto (DESY & Hamburg U)

              

              
                The nascent field of gravitational wave (GW) science will be an interdisciplinary subject — enriching different branches of physics — yet the associated computational challenges are enormous. Faithful theoretical templates are a compulsory ingredient for data analysis and reliable physical interpretation of the signals. Yet, while current templates for compact binary sources may be sufficient for detection and crude parameter estimation, they are still too coarse for precision physics with GW data. We then find ourselves in a situation in which, for key processes within empirical reach, theoretical uncertainties may dominate. To move forward, and profit the most from GW observations, more accurate waveforms will be needed. This will be  critical, as I will discuss, to study the equation of state of neutron stars and the nature of black holes; as well as potentially successful searches for exotic compact objects and putative ultra-light (dark matter) particles in the Universe. The ‘effective field theory approach’ to the binary inspiral problem in general relativity — which my collaborators and I have developed — has been instrumental for the construction of the state-of-the-art GW template bank. I will review how these and other novel techniques borrowed from particle physics have transformed the study of the two-body problem in gravity, providing key new results and paving the road forward to a new era of foundational investigations in physics through GW precision data.
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                Abstract of the talk The energy-momentum tensor as the most fundamental object in gravitational physics by Gerhard Schäfer (FSU Jena)

              

              
                In the talk, the energy-momentum (also "stress-energy") tensor will be presented as crucial current density for the gravitational field. With its property of being conserved it necessarily generates a massless spin-2 gauge field which, by considering gauge and coordinate transformations becomes part of the spacetime metric. Beyond, the energy-momentum tensor is delivering deep insight into gravitation in thermodynamics, particularly interrelations between heat current, viscosity, temperature, entropy and entropy production under themselves and with respect to gravity will be discussed. 
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                Abstract of the talk QED corrections to hadronic decays on the lattice by Nazario Tantalo (Roma Tor Vergata)

              

              
                QED radiative corrections to hadronic observables are generally rather small but they become phenomenologically relevant when the target precision is at the percent level. This is the case of leptonic and semileptonic  decays of light and heavy pseudoscalar mesons. On the one hand, QED radiative corrections to hadronic observables can be calculated with the required non-perturbative accuracy by using lattice techniques. On the other hand, the inclusion of electromagnetic interactions in a lattice calculation is a challenging problem because QED is a long-range unconfined interaction and numerical simulations necessarily require a finite volume. The problem is particularly delicate in the case of QED radiative corrections to decay rates because of the appearance of infrared divergences (proportional to the logarithm of the lattice volume) at intermediate stages of the calculations. In this talk I will briefly review the recent theoretical advances that opened the way to realistic non-perturbative simulations of QCD+QED, discuss a method that allows to calculate QED radiative corrections to hadronic decay rates and present the results of a non-perturbative calculation of the leptonic decay rates P-> l nu (gamma) in the case of light (P=pi,K) and charmed (P=D,Ds) pseudoscalar mesons.
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                Abstract of the talk What is String Theory? by Christopher Hull (Imperial College London)

              

              
                The status of string theory will be examined, and what is known and what is unknown about the theory will be discussed. String theory has special duality symmetries that do not occur in conventional field theories, and some of the implications of these will be explored, and the implications for the nature of space-time will be investigated.
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                Abstract of the talk Chaotic Transfers to the Moon and Mars using Weak Capture with Applications by Edward Belbruno (Princeton U & Yeshiva U)

              

              
                Weak capture transfer occurs when a particle becomes captured into orbit about one of the primary mass points of the three or four-body problem, temporarily. Capture in this case is defined when the Kepler two-body energy of a particle with respect to the primary is negative. This was first numerically demonstrated by Belbruno (EB) in 1986. This capture occurs in a region about the primary called a weak stability boundary (WSB). It was proven by EB (2005) that the WSB contains within it a hyperbolic invariant set, giving rise to chaotic motion.  Although crudely numerically estimated in 1986, numerical work by Gomez (2007) gave deeper insights into its makeup yielding surprising results as to its complexity. Further insights in the makeup of this region were made in a series of studies (Gidea,Topputo, EB). The relationship of weak capture to permanent capture and the work of Sitnikov in the 1960s is discussed.     

Weak capture transfer has important applications. One such transfer was used in 1991 by EB and Miller to rescue an errand Japanese lunar probe and successfully send it to the Moon. This same transfer class was used in 2011 for NASA’s lunar Grail mission and another type was used by ESAs lunar SMART 1 mission in 2004. One such transfer is currently being used in a mission to Mercury for ESA’s BepiColombo mission. A new result that is described is the existence of a weak capture transfer to Mars. This promises to have interesting applications. A lunar gateway is also discussed based on recent work. 

If there is time, an exciting new application of weak capture to quantum mechanics is discussed.
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                Abstract of the talk Audible Axions by Pedro Schwaller (Mainz U)

              

              
                Gravitational wave observations provide a new and unique window into the early universe. I will start by explaining why this is the case, and give an overview of new physics scenarios that give rise to a stochastic gravitational wave background in the early universe, and therefore may be testable by future gravitational wave observations. Then I will focus on the audible axion scenario, a class of axion models whose cosmological evolution leaves an observable imprint in the gravitational wave background. This allows a new and unique probe of very high scale axions, with symmetry breaking scales close to the GUT or string scale.
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                Abstract of the talk The Swampland and Emergence by Eran Palti (MPP Munich)

              

              
                The Swampland program aims to distinguish effective field theories that can be consistently completed into quantum gravity in the ultraviolet from those which cannot. It has lead to a number of proposals, or conjectures, regarding the required properties of effective theories. I will review some of the evidence for these and propose that they arise due to a particular aspect of duality where propagating fields in the infrared are emergent from the collective properties of infinite towers of states. Time permitting, I will discuss some applications of the conjectures, in particular to accelerating cosmologies and to massive spin-2 fields.
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                Abstract of the talk Some discrete mathematical thoughts on Dyson-Schwinger equations by Karen Yeats, Waterloo U

              

              
                Dyson-Schwinger equations are the quantum analogues of the equations of motion and so are physically very important and useful.  In their diagrammatic form they also show some nice discrete mathematical structures.  For example, diagrammatically they generate certain classes of Feynman diagrams and so act like combinatorial specifications, and they are compatible with algebraic structures on Feynman diagrams, like renormalization Hopf algebras.  In this colloquium I will overview the physics and the math of this and close with a different combinatorial expansion that can go beyond naive Feynman diagrammatics and solve some Dyson-Schwinger equations using an unusual expansion indexed by rooted connected chord diagrams.
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                Abstract of the talk Bootstrapping Amplitudes in Planar N=4 Super-Yang-Mills Theory by Lance Dixon, SLAC

              

              
                In the planar limit of a large number of colors, N=4 super Yang-Mills theory is integrable, and remarkable advances have been made in determining operator anomalous dimensions and more to all loop orders. In this talk I'll describe recent progress in constructing scattering amplitudes in this theory to high loop order.  Planar N=4 amplitudes are dual to light-like polygonal Wilson-loops, and are only nontrivial for six or more gluons.  The spaces of functions to which the amplitudes belong are so restrictive that only a few constraints are needed to simply write down the answer, through seven loops in the six-gluon case and four loops in the seven-gluon case.  The results are multi-variate functions of the kinematics, which can be analyzed in various limits in order to study how high loop order amplitudes factorize. One can also extrapolate from weak to strong coupling, and compare with the AdS/CFT dual description available there.
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                Abstract of the talk Yangian Symmetry and Integrability of Planar N=4 SYM by Niklas Beisert, ETH Zürich

              

              
                This talk is about integrability of planar N=4 super Yang-Mills theory. I will review the notion of integrability in the AdS/CFT context and what it means for planar scattering and Wilson loops including selected results. I will then present a concrete notion of the corresponding Yangian symmetry in this model, show that it holds true, and discuss the (perturbative) implications for correlation functions and Wilson loops.
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